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Abstract. OpenMP 3.0 introduced the concept of asynchronous tasks,
independent units of work that may be dynamically created and sched-
uled. Task synchronization is accomplished via the insertion of taskwait
and barrier constructs. However, the inappropriate use of these con-
structs may incur significant overhead owing to global synchronizations
for specific algorithms on large platforms. The performance of such al-
gorithms may benefit substantially if a mechanism of specifying finer
gained point-to-point synchronization between tasks is available. In this
paper we present extensions to the current OpenMP task directive to
enable the specification of dependencies among tasks. A task waits only
until the explicit dependencies as specified by the programmer are satis-
fied, thereby enabling support for a dataflow model within OpenMP. We
evaluate the extensions implemented in the OpenUH OpenMP compiler
using LU decomposition and Smith-Waterman algorithms. By applying
the extensions to the two algorithms, we demonstrate significant perfor-
mance improvement over the standard tasking versions. When comparing
our results with those obtained using related dataflow models - OmpSs
and QUARK, we observed that the versions using our task extensions
delivered an average speedup of 2-6x.

1 Introduction

To improve its expressivity with respect to unstructured parallelism, OpenMP
3.0 introduced the concept of asynchronous tasks, independent units of work
that may be dynamically created and scheduled. Task synchronization is ac-
complished via the insertion of taskwait and barrier constructs. However, the
inappropriate use of those constructs and the runtime overhead incurred during
the synchronization between concurrent tasks could typically present an obsta-
cle in obtaining high performance and scalability on parallel systems [11]. For
example, the inability to express dependence relationships among specific tasks
in some algorithms forces the programmer to utilize either a taskwait or barrier,
which dictates global synchronizations, including all tasks created before these
constructs. This prevents such parallel algorithms from fully exploiting their
maximum concurrency that is theoretically achievable.

Thus, the need for point-to-point synchronization among specific tasks is
particularly important when dealing with applications that can be expressed



through a task graph, exhibit pipeline parallelism, or require wavefront synchro-
nization. Computations in these types of problems exhibit a data dependency
pattern within certain periods of its execution, and stand to benefit from the
exploitation of fine-grained parallelism.

In this paper, we present extensions to the current OpenMP task directive to
enable the specification of dependencies between tasks sharing the same parent.
A task waits only until the explicit dependencies as specified by the programmer
are satisfied, thereby enabling support for a dataflow model within OpenMP.
We apply the extensions on two algorithms, LU decomposition [6] and Smith-
Waterman [7] by replacing the taskwait barrier-type synchronizations with our
extensions, and demonstrate the performance improvement obtained over the
standard tasking versions. When comparing our results with those obtained us-
ing other dataflow models - OmpSs [8] and QUARK [16], we observed that the
versions using our task extensions delivered an average speedup of 2-6x. Our
approach is similar to the depend clause of task directive that is currently under
discussion in the OpenMP 4.0 release candidate [2]. We hope our experience
could provide a proof of concept of this feature, and also the solution to imple-
menting this feature in our compiler could be helpful for other implementers.

In the rest of the paper, Section 2 describes the motivation for supporting
task dependency. Section 3 discusses two relevant efforts that support the spec-
ification of task dependencies and introduces our approach. Section 4 provides
a brief description of the implementation in OpenUH runtime library. Section
5 presents the performance results. In Section 6, we briefly discuss the related
work, and Section 7 contains our conclusion and future work.

2 Motivation

In this section we introduce two algorithms and evaluate how their performance
may be improved when using point-to-point inter-task synchronizations.

2.1 LU decomposition

LU decomposition is a widely used algorithm in solving a system of linear equa-
tions, matrix inversion or computing the determinant of a matrix. A typical
parallel implementation uses a blocking algorithm, which is illustrated in Figure
1. Each block, a submatrix, is being processed by an explicit task, and the data
dependencies of those tasks are denoted by red arrow lines. In every iteration, the
outermost diagonal block is factorized. After the factorization(F) of that block,
the execution of the swap(S) and triangular solve(TS) operations on all blocks
in the same column and row can be started. These blocks are updated in parallel
since there are no dependencies among them. Blocks of the inner blocks can be
updated with a matrix multiplication(M) operation as soon as their dependen-
cies are solved, and each of these inner M blocks is only dependent on their
corresponding S and TS blocks. In the absence of means of specifying explicit
dependencies between tasks, synchronization between the M and S/TS blocks
requires the use of taskwait constructs to maintain the dependence relationships,



as shown in Listing 1.1. Such an approach constrains the execution order of those
tasks, that is, each of the M blocks has to wait for the completion of all the S
and TS blocks. Thus the algorithmic parallelism will not be fully exploited due
to the lack of this particular language feature.

1 #pragma omp parallel

2 {

3 #pragma omp master

4 {

5 for ( i=0; i < matrix_size; i++ ) {

6 /** Processing Diagonal block **/

7 ProcessDiagonalBlock (.....);

8
9 for (j=1;j<M;j++) {

10 /** Processing block on column **/

11 #pragma omp task

12 ProcessBlockOnColumn (.......);

13 /** Processing block on row **/

14 #pragma omp task

15 ProcessBlockOnRow (........);

16 }

17 #pragma omp taskwait /* global synchronization point */

18 /* Processing remaining inner block */

19 for (i=1;i<M;i++)

20 for (j=1;j<M;j++){

21 #pragma omp task

22 ProcessInnerBlock (............);

23 }

24 #pragma omp taskwait

25 } // end of outer for loop

26 } // end of master region

27 } // end of parallel region

Listing 1.1: Tasking implementation for LU
decomposition

Fig. 1: Left: Diagram showing the existing data dependencies in a single iteration of the LU kernel.
Right:Pseudocode of LU decomposition algorithm implemented using OpenMP tasks.

2.2 Smith-Waterman algorithm

The Smith-Waterman algorithm is used primarily in the field of DNA and protein
sequencing to determine similarities between biomolecule sequences according to
a scoring system defined by a substitution matrix and gap penalty function. It
employs a dynamic computational matrix technique that makes the algorithm
more computationally intense, especially in the presence of data dependencies
which restrict it from scaling well for parallel applications.

Fig. 2: 2D wavefront of smith-waterman
algorithm [7]

Figure 2 represents the algorithm using 2D
wavefront operations. Updating an element
in the matrix requires updating the previous
neighboring elements, resulting in a compu-
tation that resembles a diagonal sweep across
the elements in the logical plane. Each element
in the scoring matrix has three explicit depen-
dencies on: a) its immediate north neighbor,
b) its immediate west neighbor, and c) its im-
mediate north-west neighbor.

The computations start at the extreme
upper-left corner of the matrix and a grad-
ual sweep moves along the diagonal down to



the opposite corner. The diagonal represents the number of elements that could
be executed in parallel. Hence the individual elements on each diagonal are mu-
tually independent of each other and depend only on the respective neighboring
elements from the previous two diagonals. In a chunked (blocked) tasking imple-
mentation of the algorithm, the presence of a taskwait introduces complexity in
accessing elements belonging to multiple diagonals at a given time. This means
elements of any given diagonal have to wait until all the elements of its previous
diagonal have completed execution, even after their respective dependencies in
the aforementioned diagonal have been satisfied. This prevents the code from
exploiting the maximum amount of concurrency that is achievable, even in the
presence of available resources.

3 Approaches to handling task dependencies

OpenMP 4.0 release candidate 2 [2] introduced the depends clause for task direc-
tive for the purpose of specifying dependencies of asynchronous tasks, inspired
by several previous efforts. While these efforts all aim to achieve the same goal,
there are differences in both the language syntax and implementation details.

3.1 The OmpSs programming model

OmpSs (OpenMP SuperScalar) language and StarSs programming model devel-
oped by Barcelona Supercomputing Center [8] are the early efforts of defining
additions to the OpenMP standard to enable a dataflow representation in C
and C++ programs. It makes use of pragmas that define tasks with a set of
input, output, and inout parameters. With the addresses for expressions pro-
vided in these clauses as arguments, the dependence information is evaluated at
task creation time. Additionally, OmpSs currently supports array sections which
may completely overlap. OmpSs embodies the dataflow principles of execution
with the implementation of a task dependency graph at runtime, where tasks
are scheduled for execution as soon as all their predecessors in the graph have
finished (which does not mean they are executed immediately) or at creation if
they have no predecessors.

3.2 QUARK runtime API

QUARK (QUeuing And Runtime for Kernels) [16] developed primarily at the
University of Tennessee, provides a runtime environment which enables the dy-
namic execution of tasks with data dependencies in a multi-core, multi-socket,
shared-memory environment. QUARK infers data dependencies and precedence
constraints among tasks from the way that the data is being used, and then
executes the tasks in an asynchronous, dynamic fashion in order to achieve a
high utilization of the available resources. Even though the main focus for the
development of the API was catered to support basic linear algebraic algorithms
(BLAS) for the PLASMA [3] library, it is capable of supporting other data-driven



applications that can be decomposed into tasks with data dependencies. Paral-
lelization using QUARK relies on two steps: transforming function calls to task
definitions and replacing function calls with task queuing constructs. QUARK
was designed to embody the principle of a dataflow model in an easy-to-use in-
terface, and scheduling is based on data dependencies between tasks in a task
graph. It also enables built-in optimizations to obtain comparable performance
with respect to the static scheduler employed by the PLASMA library.

3.3 Extensions implemented in OpenUH compiler

The extensions we proposed in our OpenUH OpenMP compiler are syntactically
similar to other related efforts. Three clauses for the OpenMP task construct,
described in greater detail in [9], were introduced to allow the programmer to
express dependencies among sibling tasks of the same parent in an OpenMP
program. We apply the notion of “tags“, or task synchronizers among sibling
tasks. These “tags“ may be ideally expressed as a list of integral expressions
(as simple as a unique constant). If the programmer’s intent is to synchronize a
variable access, then this identifier may uniquely identify that variable (e.g. an
address). Listing 1.2 explains very briefly the functionality of the extensions:

– #pragma omp task out [t1,t2,....,tn] A generated task is denoted to have
“out” dependence if it compute’s variables required by succeeding tasks.

– #pragma omp task in [t1,t2,....,tn] A generated task is denoted to have “in”
dependence if it requires variables that have been computed previously.

– #pragma omp task inout [t1,t2,....,tn] Entails a task having an in and out
dependence on the same tag.

t1,t2,....,tn are arguments of integer expressions (which could be constants, ex-
pressions, variables, and addresses) denoting the tags as specified by the pro-
grammer. Using these extensions, programmers are able to specify dependencies
of either true(RaW), Output(WaW) or Anti(WaR) as seen in Figure 3.

In Figure 3, tasks T1 and T2 can be scheduled in parallel since they have
no prior unresolved dependencies. Tasks T3 and T4 have true dependencies on
tasks T1 and T2 (referenced by tags t3, t4 and t5 respectively) and can only be
scheduled after T1 and T2 have completed. Similarly, task T5 has a true and
output dependence based on tags t1 and t2 (with respect to task T1) respectively,
as well as an anti dependence on tag t3. Hence T5 shall be scheduled last. We
also observe in this instance that tasks 3 and 4 can be scheduled in parallel.
Details of the implementation of the extensions within the OpenUH OpenMP
runtime library are described in section 4.

3.4 Comparison

There are several differences of the above three approaches. Firstly, in OpenUH,
the actual specification of the dependencies among tasks (by the programmer
in the argument list associated with the extension) comprises of integer expres-
sions as compared to blocks of contiguous memory locations proposed by OmpSs.



TRUE ANTI OUTPUT

1 #pragma omp parallel

2 {

3 #pragma omp master

4 {

5 #pragma omp task out(t1) out(t2) out(t3) /* task 1 created

*/

6 x = f1();

7 #pragma omp task out(t4) out(t5) /* task 2 created */

8 y = f2();

9 #pragma omp task in(t3) in(t4) /* task 3 created */

10 v = f3();

11 #pragma omp task in(t5) /* task 4 created */

12 z = f4(v,y);

13 #pragma omp task in(t1) out(t2) out(t3) /* task 5 created

*/

14 w = f5(x,z)

15 }

16 }

Listing 1.2: sample code quoting the extensions to the task
construct.

Fig. 3: Left: Task graph of Listing 1.2. Right: example quoting the extensions described in 3.3

Secondly, OmpSs constructs a task dependency graph (DAG) and maintains a
table data structure to store and manage the data dependencies among tasks,
whereas OpenUH employs only a tag table (unordered hash map) to account
for the same. Dependencies among tasks in OmpSs are expressed based on arbi-
trary accesses made to regions in memory which may pose challenges in terms
of implementation. The dynamic detection of overlapping dependent regions on
the fly and the resolution of such dependencies, at task level granularity may
introduce significant overheads at runtime. OmpSs offers expressivity in terms
of application of their proposed extensions, allowing programmers to specify de-
pendencies among tasks at program level with ease. However the specified array
sections must overlap in order to maintain the dependence. OpenUH alterna-
tively supports a lower level abstraction declaring dependencies more directly
with the use of virtual variables in the form of task tags. This simplifies the de-
tection of dependent tasks by matching their respective tags, thereby promoting
an easier implementation at runtime and incurring lesser overhead. In QUARK
however, the master thread is solely devoted to inserting the tasks, determining
their dependencies and queuing the tasks within the DAG and therefore, does
not participate in the actual execution of the tasks. All these dataflow model
implementations support a ready pool of tasks, containing tasks with resolved
or no dependencies, allowing worker threads to steal and execute the work.

4 Implementation of extensions in OpenUH

The OpenUH compiler [4] is a branch of the Open64 compiler suite for C, C++,
Fortran 2003. OpenUH includes support for OpenMP 3.x tasks. This consists of
front-end support ported from the GNU C/C++ compiler, a back-end transla-
tion implemented jointly with Tsinghua University, and an efficient runtime task
scheduling infrastructure which holds support for improved nested parallelism.
Its implementation supports a configurable task pool framework that allows the
user to adapt the runtime environment based on the needs of the applications.



For instance, for greater control over task scheduling, the programmer can choose
at runtime an appropriate task queue organization as well as control the order
in which tasks are added/removed from a task queue.

The efficiency of an OpenMP runtime implementation will heavily impact the
performance of application’s using tasks. An ideal task scheduler will schedule
tasks for execution in a way that maximizes concurrency and, therefore, perfor-
mance. We introduce a parent table (unordered hashmap) called the “tag” table
in the runtime which holds the dependencies associated among the tasks. If the
programmer does not specify any dependencies, the OpenUH runtime places a
newly created task immediately into a task pool, allowing it to be executed by
the next available thread.

(a) Addition of task 1 (b) Addition of task 2

(c) Addition of task 3 (d) Addition of task 4

Fig. 4: Addition of tasks to tag table at the time of task creation

However if dependencies are enforced, a task will be placed in the pool only
after its corresponding Dep Count is equivalent to zero. The Dep Count counter
is a parameter that indicates the number dependencies associated with that
task. The task is put on hold (in a WAIT state) until all its previous requisite
dependencies are resolved. Figure 4 illustrates the process of addition of tags to
the tag table at the time of task creation.

The dependencies specified by the programmer are individually associated
with a “tag”. Each tag holds a unique entry in the parent table as a hash key.
Its corresponding hash value is a linked list representation of all dependent tasks
sharing the same tag. At any time when a task’s Dep Counter reaches zero, it
has satisfied all its related dependencies and can now be placed in the task pool
for it to be scheduled. However, if the Dep Counter is not zero, it implies that
it has to wait for the subsequent dependent tasks to finish execution before it



could be placed on the task pool. Once a task is placed in the task pool it is
available for execution. Similarly tasks after execution need to be removed from
the tag table at the time of task deletion. Before the tasks are removed from
the table, it is essential that the Dep Counter of its subsequent dependent tasks
are updated accordingly, so that they may be scheduled for execution after their
dependencies has been resolved.

In the implementation of our extensions we avoid the frequent use of global
locks thereby eliminating waiting time for tasks created at runtime to access the
parent table. With the use of compare and swap operations we ensure atomic
access to shared resources at the time of task creation and task exit. We omit
further details of the implementation owing to space limitation and refer the
reader to [9].

5 Experimental results

In this section we evaluate, in terms of performance, scalability and overhead
incurred, the extensions implemented in the OpenUH compiler for two algo-
rithms, LU decomposition and Smith-Waterman. The comparison was performed
with respect to a) the standard tasking versions on some commercial and open
source compilers and b) related dataflow model implementations, QUARK and
OmpSs. Performance results for the standard tasking version have been acquired
on the following compilers: GNU version 4.7.1, Intel version 12.0, OpenUH ver-
sion 3.0.27, PGI version 11.9, Sun/Oracle version 12.3, and OmpSs programming
model - Mercurium compiler with Nanos++ runtime system (1.3.5.8), with the
default scheduling policy. The version of QUARK we have used is 0.9.0.

5.1 Performance analysis for LU decomposition algorithm

Our testbed for the following set of experiments comprises of an AMD Opteron
Processor 6174 with 48 cores - 63GB of main memory, L1 cache - 64KB, L2
cache - 512KB and last level cache, L3 of size 10MB.

Listing 1.3 below represents the pseudo-code for implementing the LU de-
composition algorithm using the OpenUH task extensions thereby eliminating
the need to apply the first taskwait, depicted in Line 17 of Listing 1.1. The flexi-
bility of task execution in the hands of the programmer warrants the reduction of
overheads normally encountered (in the absence of the extensions), while having
to wait until all the tasks executing ProcessBlockOnColumn and ProcessBlock-
OnRow have concluded, prior to the execution of ProcessInnerBlock.

Figure 5(a) measures the speedup obtained by varying number of cores, with
16 blocks per dimension on a matrix of size 4096 X 4096. We observe that the
version implemented with the OpenUH task extensions scales well up to 24x
on a single core. Figure 5(b) measures the performance obtained by varying
the number of blocks per dimension (8,16,32 and 48), on 48 threads, wherein
the matrices are partitioned into smaller blocks so that they could fit in mem-
ory registers and cache. This allows spatial locality to improve by increasing
reuse of the data in cache memory and can be acknowledged as a significant



memory optimization uplifting code performance. We observe improvement in
performance as we gradually increase the number of blocks per dimension. How-
ever, implementing 32 blocks per dimension degrades performance mainly due
to the creation of excessive tasks, adding additional overhead attributed to task
creation/deletion as well as task synchronization. Additionally by gradually de-
creasing the size of blocks we reduce the chances of achieving higher data reuse
causing the performance to suffer.

1 #pragma omp parallel
2 {
3 #pragma omp master
4 {
5 for ( i=0; i<matrix_size; i++ ) {
6 /* Processing Diagonal block */
7 ProcessDiagonalBlock (.......);
8 for (j=1;j<M;j++){
9 /* Processing block on column */

10 #pragma omp task out(2*j)
11 ProcessBlockOnColumn (........);
12 /* Processing block on row */
13 #pragma omp task out(2*j+1)
14 ProcessBlockOnRow

(...................);
15 }
16 /* Processing remaining inner block */
17 for (i=1;i<M;i++)
18 for (j=1;j<M;j++){
19 #pragma omp task in(2*i) in(2*j+1)
20 ProcessInnerBlock (..............);
21 }
22 #pragma omp taskwait
23 }
24 }
25 }

Listing 1.3: LU decomposition Algorithm using
OpenMP tasks with extensions implemented in
OpenUH [15]
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Fig. 5: Results obtained for LU decomposition on OpenUH with and without the use of task exten-
sions and with respect to the results obtained from standard tasking versions on other compilers

Figure 6 allows us to make an assessment on how well OmpSs and QUARK
scale in comparison to OpenUH, with varying matrix sizes. With the increase in
size of input data, both OmpSs and QUARK show consistent improvement in
terms of scalability. In the case of OpenUH, where, with the application of the
extensions, we account for an average performance improvement of 20% (com-
pared to the version excluding the extensions), there is a subsequent degradation
in performance estimated close to an average 30%, observed for OmpSs. This
may be attributed to that fact that the master thread invests significant amount
of time in maintaining the task graph at runtime along with the overhead en-
countered by worker threads waiting for tasks to populate the ready pool [8]. We
observe that QUARK scales poorly as well for smaller data sizes and the drop



in scalability for large number of cores can be attributed to overhead incurred
due to use of broader thread mutex locks resulting in contention.
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Fig. 6: Scalability (measure of speedup Vs 1 thread) obtained across the three dataflow model imple-
mentations by varying the number of threads for various matrix sizes, with 16 blocks per dimension

5.2 Performance analysis for Smith-Waterman algorithm

Our testbed for the following set of experiments comprises of a Dual Intel Ne-
halem - E5520 processor with 16 cores. 32GB of total memory capacity, L1 cache
32K, L2 cache 256K and an L3 cache of 8MB.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) present the performance obtained for sequences of
size 4096 and 8192, with -O0 and -O2 levels of optimization respectively, for a
standard tasking version of the Smith-Waterman kernel where tasks have been
created as chunks of 320 and 512 per diagonal. The version with the OpenUH
task extensions outperforms the version without the use of the extensions by a
factor of 6x. This improvement is attributed to the use of less constrained syn-
chronization, allowing tasks to execute as soon as their respective dependencies
have been satisfied. This performance is consistent even when tested with -O0
optimization validating that the improvement observed is due to the elimination
of the taskwait, and without the interference of any other optimizations. An-
other observation suggests none of the compilers produce scalable results beyond
8 threads. This is attributed to the memory bound nature of the application,
wherein tasks being very fine grained add additional overhead of task scheduling.
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Fig. 7: Performance results (in seconds) for Smith-Waterman kernel with varying number of threads.
We compare the results obtained on OpenUH with and without the task extensions and with respect
to the results obtained from standard tasking versions on other compilers.
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Fig. 8: Performance comparison amongst the dataflow models (in seconds)

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) perform a comparative analysis based on the perfor-
mance obtained from the three dataflow model implementations, across varying
number of threads for sequences of size 4096 and 8192 tested with task chunk
sizes 320 and 512 with -O0 and -O2 optimizations respectively. For both test
cases, we observe that OpenUH has the overall better performance. We argue
that avoiding the frequent use of global lock operations, eliminates waiting time
for tasks created at runtime attempting to access the tag table, thereby achiev-
ing higher scalability. The overhead incurred by OmpSs may be attributed to
difficulty encountered by the runtime, in computing task dependencies and at-
tending to finished tasks fast enough, (owing to the fine grained nature of the
tasks) in order to keep all cores busy [5]. The drop in performance for QUARK
is attributed to the fact that the master thread, which does not participate in
computation, spends cycles tracking dependencies among fine grained tasks in a
memory bound kernel. QUARK being sensitive to task size generates overhead
at the runtime when tasks are too fine grained and the switching time between
ready tasks is very short [10].

6 Related work

Other than the OmpSs and QUARK presented in Section 2, data-driven tasks
(DDT) have been widely advocated by researchers to replace the use of po-
tentially expensive global barriers [13]. Some of these efforts rely on compiler
transformation to decompose data parallel computations into tasks with depen-
dencies, and to achieve higher degree of overlap and concurrency between these
tasks [14]. Other extension to task parallelism, described as data-driven futures
(DDFs) in [12], allows users to create write-once tags as input and output events
that could trigger other tasks. The write-once restriction, same as in the Intel
Concurrent Collection [1] programming model for data-flow parallelism, simplify
the programming logic and algorithms reasoning, as well as the runtime imple-
mentations, but may introduce overheads when handling a large number of tags
requiring multiple read/write.

The standardization of the task dependency model in OpenMP represents
a major step toward its adoption from research community to applications in



real world. We believe our work and other related efforts have demonstrated its
effectiveness and usability toward this direction.

7 Conclusions and future Work

In this paper we highlighted extensions implemented in the OpenUH OpenMP
compiler and runtime library to support a dependence-based synchronization
which resembles a dataflow model of execution. These extensions enable sim-
ple and intuitive expression of data driven algorithms that rely especially on
patterns such as pipeline processing and wavefront propagation. Experiments
conducted on the LU decomposition and Smith-Waterman algorithms, exhib-
ited an improvement in performance by a average factor of 2x and 6x respec-
tively, in comparison to the the standard tasking versions. On comparing the
performance against related dataflow models, OmpSs and QUARK, we observed
OpenUH achieved better performance. This is attributed to the reduction in task
synchronization and scheduling overheads when dealing with larger input data
sizes. Additionally with limited global lock operations it incurs minimal overhead
at runtime thereby providing scope for achieving higher scalability.

As future work we would like to extend support for the specification of the
extensions in Fortran. We also wish to extend our implementation of such data
driven algorithms in the direction of a distributed memory environment.
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